
FOR SALE 
MG ZR 170 

 
 

£5500.00 o.n.o. 

 

MG ZR RACE CAR/TRACK DAY CAR for sale Originally built by 4G Racing - a front running team in the 
MG Trophy Championship. I’ve had it in my possession for about a year and has been stored in a 
dry/warm workshop at my place of work. Unfortunately with limited track time in 2019 and a change 
of personal circumstances means I won’t be able to race it this year. Spec of the car is 1.8litre VVC 
engine tuned to 170BHP to make it eligible to compete in the B class in the MG Trophy Championship. 
OMP strut brace, Adjustable top and bottom Gaz suspension, Janspeed Exhaust, ITG air filter, 
Adjustable brake bias lever in cockpit. 

Car comes fitted with used Dunlop Direzza 03G tyres but I also have 4x spare used Dunlop Direzza 03G 
tyres, 4x 17’’ wheels fitted with used Yokohama Neova AD08rs. Extinguisher is in date until March 
2020. Near new Sparco Seat (Circuit QRT) was fitted at the start of 2019 and is in date until 2024. 6 
point TRS harness fitted at the beginning of 2019 and are like new. 

Also included in the sale are miscellaneous spares consisting of: door mirrors, front wing, rear lights & 
clusters, Oil filters, Spare seat (out of regulation – so it will be for trackday use only) Spare 5 point 



Harness (also out of regulation – so will be for trackday use only) 10 spare wheels with road tyres 
fitted (you can swap the spare Dunlop tyres onto these wheels). 

If needed you can also have: 2x20l fuel cans, 2x Axle stands and a Jack. 

Viewing of the car can be arranged for anytime that suits you!! Feel free to contact me to ask any 
questions or to arrange a viewing. 

The car is located in Coventry. 

Please call Andy on – 07866821766 

Or email: andylemans@btinternet.com 

Thanks. 

 


